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Welcome to As Told in the Bible - a collection of Bibles translated into clear, understandable, simple, modern English Our mission is to help
people to read, understand, and apply the "Word of God" to their lives by providing a Bibles in easy to read - simple modern English . These
easy to read bibles are suitable for all ages and can be read with your traditional bible. As told is the Bible is a collection of easy-to-read
Bibles which aims to give today's reader's maximum understanding of the original bible text. They do not follow the traditional vocabulary and
style found in the historic English Bible versions. Instead they attempt to present the biblical content and message of the bible in everyday,
simple, modern English. These easy to read bibles are suitable for all ages and can be read with your traditional bible. Our mission is to help
people to read, understand, and apply the "Word of God" to their lives by providing Bible Translations, Bible Commentaries, and Bible Studies
in simple modern English. This Bible edition concentrates on the translation of all chapters and verses of both the Old and New Testaments.
Sample chapter: Book of John About this book John's Gospel is one of the four Gospels. 'Gospel' means 'good news'. The Gospels are the
books that tell us about Jesus' life on earth. John was one of the three disciples who knew the Lord Jesus Christ best. John called himself 'the
disciple that Jesus loved'. We think that John wrote his Gospel in the city called Ephesus. He wrote it some years after Matthew, Mark and
Luke wrote their Gospels. He wrote it about 70 years after Christ's birth. John's Gospel is different from the other three Gospels. It does not
describe many things that the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke do describe. But it does include many things that are not in the other
Gospels. John tells us much more about who Jesus was. John shows us Jesus as the Son of God - the only person who can cause us to live.
John teaches us more about God's Spirit, too. At the beginning of his Gospel, John calls Jesus 'the Word'. Chapter 1 The Word became
human 1 In the beginning, the Word was already there. The Word was with God. The Word was God. 2 He was with God in the beginning. 3
God made all things by the Word. God did not make anything without him. 4 It is the Word who causes us to live. And because of this, he was
the light to all people. 5 The light shines in the dark, and the dark cannot put out the light.
An outreach edition of the New Testament, using the ESV translation in British English - perfect for church groups and to give away at events.
Passing on the Christian faith is at the heart of our calling, and this outreach edition of the New Testament means that there is a cost-effective
way to share the Gospel, using a translation you can trust. Created by a team of more than 100 Evangelical Bible scholars, the ESV is the
fastest-growing translation, and is the go-to Bible for church leaders and ministries around the world. More evangelical churches than ever
before are using the ESV. Now you can reach out beyond your church with this attractive and affordable New Testament, bringing the lifegiving Gospel to your friends and neighbours
The translator carefully avoids relative pronouns, idioms, figurative language, and faulty syntax that can confuse those who communicate
primarily through sign language.
A landmark event: the complete Hebrew Bible in the award-winning translation that delivers the stunning literary power of the original. A
masterpiece of deep learning and fine sensibility, Robert Alter’s translation of the Hebrew Bible, now complete, reanimates one of the
formative works of our culture. Capturing its brilliantly compact poetry and finely wrought, purposeful prose, Alter renews the Old Testament
as a source of literary power and spiritual inspiration. From the family frictions of Genesis and King David’s flawed humanity to the serene
wisdom of Psalms and Job’s incendiary questioning of God’s ways, these magnificent works of world literature resonate with a startling
immediacy. Featuring Alter’s generous commentary, which quietly alerts readers to the literary and historical dimensions of the text, this is
the definitive edition of the Hebrew Bible.
The ESV Pocket Bibleis the smallest complete ESV Bible ever published, made with lasting materials and ready for quick reference,
memorization, daily reading, or study on the go.
A critically acclaimed modern translation of the Bible into English, based on the latest advances in biblical scholarship, features a concise twocolumn format for easier reading, a low price, and a reader-friendly design.
The ESV Gift and Award Bible is a new edition of the world's fastest-growing Bible translation. Complete with gold-stained edges and
rounded corners, this edition is perfect for commemorating christenings, graduations and other special moments and will be cherished for
years to come. Its many features include:,*Size: 5.375" x 8.25",*7-point type, with the words of Christ in red,*Presentation page,*Introductions
to each book,*Double-column, paragraph format,*Two choices of colour (pink and navy),*Gold-stained edges and special rounded
cornersThe English Standard Version is a great choice for personal reading and study, for private devotions and family prayers, and for
teaching, preaching, and worship. An 'essentially literal' translation, the ESV Bible combines word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary
excellence, and depth of meaning. More than 100 of the world's leading Bible scholars and teachers were involved in creating the ESV Bible.
Trusted worldwide, the ESV is a treasure for life.
The King James Version of the Bible has been a popular translation for centuries, and is regarded as one of the most accurate translations of
the Bible into the English language. This handsome edition is presented with a quality leather binding, sturdy slipcase, gilt pages, and ribbon
bookmark. With its durable binding and classic presentation, this is a perfect edition to give as a gift, or to keep for daily personal use.

The ESV Global Study Bible is a one-volume study resource for globally minded Christians everywhere. It has been
designed to be highly accessible and priced for distribution on a global scale.
A Bible for outreach Mini Dictionary Maps Book introductions Outlines Guides to reading the Bible Readings for special
days Famous passages in the Bible 1,354 pp.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS · A literal translation that combines the accuracy, beauty, and poetry of the King James
Version with the clarity of today's language · Translated by top theologians from every major Christian faith tradition, the
MEV is a faithful representation of the original text and historical context without political, ideological, social, cultural, or
theological agendas distorting the translation. · A highly readable twelve-point font · Words of Christ in red
THIS BOOK (7X10 PAPERBACK) CONTAINS 14PT FONT FOR EASIER READING. (THE AVERAGE BIBLE
CONTAINS 6PT FONT LETTERING.) The Gospel According to John is one of the four canonical gospels in the New
Testament. It traditionally appears fourth, after the synoptic gospels of Matthew, Mark, and Luke. John begins with the
witness and affirmation of John the Baptist and concludes with the death, burial, resurrection, and post-resurrection
appearances of Jesus.
The Bible is an essential part of day-to-day life for Christians. This edition features a durable hardcover format, highquality Bible paper and clear typeface, combined with a lightweight format, making it perfect for use in church.
The English Standard Version s rigorous fidelity to the original languages of the Scriptures has quickly made it a widely
used translation. Now this up and coming Bible is available from Hendrickson in a loose-leaf edition that will be a
tremendous tool for serious students. There s plenty of room to take sermon or study notes on the text pages, which fit
both three-and five-ring binders. 8.5 x 11 inch, 5-hole punched pages, including blank pages Sturdy, 11 x 11.5 x 2.75
inch, five-ring binder Pages also fit a standard three-ring binder Concordance and center column refer"
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The First English Version of the Bible ever printed, this epoch-making work by William Tyndale and Miles Coverdale is
presented for the first time complete in one volume in Modern Spelling. The TC translation is the foundation and true
source of the celebrated King James Version. But where the KJV freely modifies the text, so that God's Word might
better conform to "ecclesiastical traditions", the TC presents the Scriptures as they were delivered: without modification,
ammendment, or compromise. This deluxe printed edition of the "MSTC" is illuminated with over 150 engravings and
extensive helps, including Biographical Notes and Essays, Holy Land Maps, and a Concise Concordance.
This is a great value edition of the world's fastest-growing Bible translation. The soft-touch binding is both attractive and
highly durable.
The English Standard Version of the Bible is a completely new translation based on the Revised Standard Version, so that wherever possible
it ties in with the traditional and literary forms of words revered down the ages. The translation work has been done by an international team
of evangelical scholars concerned only to make it as accurate as possible. So at the same time, its language is entirely up to date and all the
latest advances in scholarly thinking have been incorporated. With centre column cross-references as well as maps and concordance, this
first edition of the new English Standard Version Bible is suitable for serious study or devotional reading.
An attractive, compact edition of the English Standard Version of the Bible; the world's fastest-growing Bible translation. Ideal as a gift or for
personal use. This chestnut-brown edition features a protective zipper and is perfect for reading on the move. Its many helpful features
include: * British English Text* Compact, portable size* Double-column format with black letter text* Concordance* Protective zipper*
Presentation page* Ribbon marker* Gilt page edges The English Standard Version is a great choice for personal reading and study, for
private devotions and family prayers, and for teaching, preaching, and worship. An 'essentially literal' translation, the ESV Bible combines
word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary excellence, and depth of meaning. More than 100 of the world's leading Bible scholars and
teachers were involved in creating the ESV Bible. Trusted worldwide, the ESV is a treasure for life.
Intended to provide a fresh view and stir up some new ideas for interpreting the readings. Arranged according to the order of the Catholic
liturgical year, with an index which lists all the citations in biblical order, making it easy to find a specific text.
This is a pocket version of the 'English Standard Version Bible' with hardwearing soft-touch binding, presentation page and ribbon marker.
The ESV Premium Pew and Worship Bible is ideal for church use week in and week out. It features a durable hardcover format, high-quality
Bible paper, and 65 responsive readings reflecting major biblical themes. 6.0" x 9.0" 8.5-point Lexicon 1,088 pages Double-column,
paragraph format Same interior as the ESV Thinline Bible 65 responsive readings Black-letter text
They knew us before we began to walk upright. Shamans called them guardians, mythmakers called them tricksters, pagans called them
gods, churchmen called them demons, folklorists called them shape-shifters. They’ve obligingly taken any role we’ve assigned them, and,
while needing nothing from us, have accepted whatever we thought was their due – love, hate, fear, worship, condemnation, neglect,
oblivion. Even in modern times, when their existence is doubted or denied, they continue to extend invitations to those who would travel a
different road, a road not found on any of our cultural maps. But now, perceiving us as a threat to life itself, they issue their invitations with a
dark purpose of their own. In this dazzling metaphysical thriller, four who put themselves in the hands of these all-but-forgotten Others
venture across a sinister American landscape hidden from normal view, finding their way to interlocking destinies of death, terror,
transcendental rapture, and shattering enlightenment. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The ESV Spanish/English Parallel Bible features two columns of Scripture on each page: the Reina-Valera 1960 Spanish text on the left, and
the ESV English language text on the right.
This purple edition features a protective zipper, and combines a readable font size with portability -perfect for reading on the move. Its many
helpful features include:,*British English Text,*Compact, portable size,*Double-column format with black letter text,*Concordance,*Protective
zipper,*Presentation page,*Ribbon marker,*Gilt page edgesThe ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION is a great choice for personal reading and
study, for private devotions and family prayers, and for teaching, preaching, and worship. An 'essentially literal' translation, the ESV Bible
combines word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary excellence, and depth of meaning. More than 100 of the world's leading Bible
scholars and teachers were involved in creating the ESV Bible. Trusted worldwide, the ESV is a treasure for life..

The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on Englishlanguage literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with
the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its
overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Combining the best and most recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly regarded ESV text, the ESV Study
Bible is the most comprehensive study Bible ever published.
A skillfully translated Bible to meet the needs of the deaf that strictly adheres to the sense of the Greek and Hebrew
original. Includes an introduction to Biblical history, subheads in the text, maps, and definitions on most pages. Also ideal
for children or those with limited reading ability.
The beloved and timeless King James Version is made available in an edition priced right for Sunday schools, Bible
clubs, church presentations, and giveaways. Offering affordable quality, these handsome award Bibles will withstand
heavy use thanks to better quality paper and supple but sturdy cover material. A great way to honor special
achievements-at a budget-conscious price A spectrum of attractive colors-black, burgundy, blue, royal purple, dark
green, and white-suit any occasion Imitation leather, 640 pages, 5 8 inches Clear 7-point type Color maps and
presentation page The words of Christ in red 32 pages of study helps Sewn binding Shipped with an attractive four-color
half-wrap and shrink-wrap.
The clear, accurate text of the new ESV provides a firm foundation for beginning and seasoned Bible readers alike.
Helpdul section headings, cross references and and other clarifying notes make this an ideal Bible for personal devotions
and study groups.
The MEV Thinline Reference Bible heralds a new day for Bibles with the most modern translation ever produced in the
King James tradition, providing fresh clarity for Bible readers everywhere with an updated language that doesn't
compromise the truth of the original texts.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions,
grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ
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will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
My Creative Bible is an exciting new concept in ways to experience the word of God in Scripture. This King James
Version Journaling Bible is single-column printed, with two-inch-wide ruled margins for note-taking, scribing your
reflections or creative expression. Nearly 400 hand-drawn, Scripture accompanying line-art illustrations are placed
throughout the Bible to enhance embracement of The Word. There is an index of the Scripture artwork - line-art suitable
for filling. Users will find this an invaluable visual tool for immersion and Bible study. The Silky-Soft Flexcover Edition
features a lovely floral design printed on a unique silky-textured material produced as an imitation leather, with the screenprinted design seemingly woven right in. There is an attached ribbon page marker and beautifully printed page-edges.
Printed on high-quality cream Bible paper with a standard black text size of 8.65 point. 1410 Pages.
A hardback Bible with centre-column cross-references and a concordance, and the English Standard Version's acclaimed accuracy, this is a
good way to get deeper into Bible study.
The Holy BibleContemporary English VersionAmer Bible Society
Section introductions Subject headings Maps Footnotes 4 1/4 X 6 7/8 % Font size: 8
FEATURES AND BENEFITS Suitable for bulk distribution Perfect for missions related activities Highly readable 7 point font Light weight and
easy to carry Paragraph format Double column for easy comparison DESCRIPTIONThe Modern English Version (MEV) Economy Bible is a
great resource for the first time Bible user or for the person/organization looking to impact the lives of others through the distribution of God's
Word. Produced with the clear, accurate yet reverent MEV text this Bible will help individuals understand the story of God in a compelling
way. Verse ComparisonRomans 10:9MEVThat if you confess with your mouth Jesus is Lord, and believe in your heart that God has raised
Him from the dead, you will be saved.KJVThat if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.
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